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Get A Free Consultation







A Higher Standard Of Quality.

Luxury Made For You.


Get Started
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Transform Your Home.

Plantation Shutters locally manufactured & delivered in under 4 weeks!


Get A Same Day Quote



Shutters.
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Shades.
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Motorization.
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Get Started Today!
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Locally Owned. Luxuriously Crafted.







Get Started Today!



Hunter Douglas Priority Dealer.


What Our Customers Say.
Regency Shutter & Shade, Inc.
4.5
Based on 52 reviews
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review us on
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Regency was excellent! My shutters are beautiful and they made the process simple. I tried navigating all of the online sites and knew I was going to end up with something that didn’t fit or that I didn’t want.  I walked in to the show room and was taken care of immediately shutters were ready within the timeframe they promised.  Steven who installed them, was meticulous and thorough. I couldn’t be happier!
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I’m very difficult to please when it comes to vendors and contractors but Regency has met my high standards in all respects. I did plantation shutters in 5 homes and one of my condos and every deal and installation was perfect. Bernie and Ilene are patient and very accommodating and the installers are polite and skilled. I highly recommend without any reservation.
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The people at Regency were so polite and easy to work with. Angela in sales was wonderful and the installer was extremely professional and very nice. I appreciated his absolute attention to detail. Wonderful company to work with.
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Thirteen years ago, I had the pleasure of doing business with Regency Shutter.  The plantation shutters I purchased looks like they were put in yesterday. When I needed shutters for my window this time, I definitely did not hesitate using them again. As before, the service was beyond excellent! Awesome people! Awesome service!
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The installer John and his helper worked efficiently. They even wiped most of their fingerprints from the windows. They were clean respectful and did  a really good job. He Explained the remote more effectively than I had knowledge of it working.Job nicely done!
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Luxury Made For You.


Get Started Today!
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(561) 279- 2336

info@regencyshutter.com

1055 SW 15th Avenue
Building D Suite 10
Delray Beach, FL 33444
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